
ome things in life are so familiar, we never
give them a second thought, which is what makes
some novel technologies all the more impressive.
You’d never stop to question why an apple gives
an audible ‘crunch’ when bitten into, while a
banana does not. Like an apple, most materials
emit acoustic energy when subject to stress
sufficient to cause microstructural changes. For
practical materials testing, the acoustic emission
(AE) is usually inaudible, at frequencies and
amplitudes detectable only with specialized AE
sensors.

Last month’s article in BULK DISTRIBUTOR (June
1998 p. 34) discussed the use of AE Condition
monitoring to identify, locate and quantify
sources of active corrosion and potential leaks
in tank floors. The economic benefits of
identifying from the outside which tanks actually
justify being opened up for internal inspection
and maintenance are plainly clear. Customers
report annual savings in excess of $25 million,
when tanks cost an average $200,000 to open[1].

The principle of targeting inspection and
maintenance activity to where it is needed most
is as valid for pressurized storage systems (e.g.
bullets and spheres) as for atmospheric storage
tanks. For pressure systems, assuring the
structural integrity of the vessel is the key,
compared with atmospheric tanks where floor
corrosion and annular ring integrity are normally
of most concern.

The procedures for listening for corrosion
compared with active cracking are quite
different. However, the technology of AE
condition monitoring is the same and the
economic and environmental arguments for on-
line assessment are just as convincing.

When AE condition monitoring is used to defer
the unnecessary opening of tanks or spheres
scheduled for off-line evaluation, savings are
substantial. At least 50% of tanks opened for
conventional inspection by an AE user group in
the Netherlands did not need subsequent repair[2].
For pressure vessels the figure is over 95%. This
reveals how poorly targeted most shutdown

maintenance is.
At the other end of the scale,

the skeptic might suggest that a
$10,000 AE assessment which
confirms that a suspected poor
vessel does need to be opened
for repair is $10,000 wasted. But
costs can be measured in safety
and environmental terms as well
as in dollars.

One case involved under-insulation corrosion
monitoring applied to a 23m sulfur tank[3]. The
owner was concerned about the condition of the
tank wall under the insulation and decided to
conduct an AE assessment. On a scale of ‘A’ (no
action necessary) to ‘E’ (immediate action
required) the vessel grade extrapolated to ‘K’.

Dollars may not have been saved by
confirming what was suspected, but the AE was
able to reveal just how bad the tank’s condition
was at the time when it was still intact and
capable of being taken safely out of service. By
contrast, in May this year an in-service sulfur
tank (not assessed by AE) collapsed in the
Netherlands.

Off-line drawbacks
Conventional NDT methods for determining

pressure vessel integrity are difficult and costly,
requiring the vessel to be taken off line for a
considerable period of time. Off-line inspection
provides no information regarding the condition
of the vessel during service between inspections
- which can be anything from 2 to 30 years apart,
depending on the service and country.

The high costs of shutdown can limit localized
inspection to a percentage of the vessel. Also,
off-line inspection frequently finds defects - such
as shallow cold cracks opened up and blunted
during initial hydrotest - that have not grown in
service and have been no threat to structural
integrity ever since.

For detection by AE, a crack either has to be
growing or the fracture faces need to be rubbing
together, causing fretting noise. Proof

hydrotesting stresses the vessel to 150% of
design load. In general, cracks do not grow until
the stress applied to the crack is equal to or
greater than the previous maximum applied
stress.

With this in mind, an experienced-based
method was developed over a 12-year period of
testing more than 2,000 metal vessels by the
Monsanto Company together with Physical
Acoustics Corporation. The procedure,
applicable to process spheres and bullets, is used
by Physical Acoustics and QSL-Plus in the field.

Commonly referred to by the trade name
MONPAC™, it has become the industry
standard[4]. Furthermore, it has been largely
adopted by the American Society for Mechanical
Engineers[5]. Other standards have since been
developed for specialized applications such as
the assessment of railway tank cars[6] and
transport gas cylinders[7].

AE integrity assessment has a number of
unique capabilities. Chief among these is the
ability to monitor the integrity of the entire vessel
(global monitoring) while it is in service (on-
line) for active defects that have come about
during service and are therefore of structural
significance. Stress relieved cracks, such as those
opened up during initial hydrotest, will not emit
if they are not propagating in service and will
thus be of no structural significance at service
loads.

Added benefits include the ability to detect
certain types of defects, such as stress corrosion
cracking, that are not easily found by other
methods. Corrosion and overstress are also
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detected.
The AE integrity procedure involves mounting

sensors externally on the vessel surface: 48
sensors will 100% test a 20m sphere, where
sensor separations are determined as a function
of the attenuation of sound in the vessel structure.
Setup costs can be kept low by using abseilers
to mount sensors from the top of the sphere down
to the equator, with an aerial personnel lift
providing assistance for the lower half of the
sphere.

Stressing the vessel is achieved by steadily
increasing the pressure to between 105% and
110% of service load over a period of 2 to 4 hours,
using process gas or nitrogen injected into the
vapor space whilst the product level is high. Any
located activity will result from damage that has
occurred in service since the vessel was last AE
tested at this stress level.

Complementary methods
It is important to treat the AE method as

complementary to other methods. This is
because, unlike ultrasonic testing, AE integrity
assessment does not detect static, non-growing
defects, nor measure their size. On the other
hand, it will detect and locate regions of
overstress or areas where microstructural
problems exist, which are structurally significant
and which are easily missed by conventional
localized methods.

The effectiveness of both methods is improved
by using them together. AE should be thought of
as condition monitoring for static plant: a tool

for determining which vessels
need conventional inspection,
where and when.

It should not be assigned to,
or used by, inspection
departments. It is a management
tool to be employed by senior
maintenance personnel with a
direct interest in managing
maintenance budgets and
directing inspection personnel to
where they are really needed.

Opening vessels that don’t
need repair is a waste of time. In
addition, there is often a
temptation to repair vessels
simply because they are off-line,
particularly when inactive cracks
not identified by AE are found
by other methods. Unnecessary
repair often introduces new
stresses to the vessel which were
otherwise not present.

Periodic on-line AE testing
thus provides an assessment of the amount and
location of new damage since the previous test.
Vessels could be permanently monitored while
in service, removing the requirement for a
procedurized testing to 105% of service level.
However, for most pressure vessels the added
cost of permanent monitoring is not justified,
insofar as the vast majority of the 6,000 metal
vessels now tested in Europe have yielded a
positive result, providing evidence for the re-
qualification of the vessel for safe, continued
service.

For critical vessels where more frequent or
semi-continuous monitoring is desirable, the
development of sensors with integral
preamplifiers and self-test capabilities offers the
possibility of long-term, maintenance free
operation. Sensor cables are run to a terminal
box close to the ground for easy access by test
equipment. Permanent sensor installation saves
setup time and eliminates associated costs, such
as scaffolding and aerial personnel lifts. It also
allows AE  monitoring to be called in at short
notice to take advantage of process opportunities.

For some vessels, fireproof coatings or
complete burial in fibre-reinforced sand is
required to meet local safety and/or
environmental requirements. In these situations,
specialized housings are introduced either for the
permanent fitting of sensors or to permit periodic
access.

AE assessment of pressure systems saves
money for plant managers because it tests with

apparatus which is external to the vessel, uses
product to provide the stress load, and provides
global data about the entire structure and its
integrity regarding fitness for use at normal
service loads. Compared with conventional
methods (shutdown for internal localized
inspection), cost savings can, for example,
approach $1 million for a large cryogenic
ammonia tank.

Where in-service damage is identified by the
AE assessment, the cost of the assessment is
recovered from the benefit of knowing precisely
where localized NDT can be applied effectively
on-line, prior to taking any engineering decisions
regarding the integrity of the vessel. Also, the
advance warning of shutdown can be of enormous
benefit, aside from the obvious safety and
environmental advantages.

One example concerns a chain of five stainless
steel reaction vessels, where two top heads were
identified as grade ‘E’[8]. The customer had
enough confidence in the result to order new top
heads in advance of planned shutdown,
whereupon they were exchanged. Sectioning and
microanalysis of the removed top heads
confirmed that the stress corrosion cracking
suggested by the AE analysis was up to 80%
through-wall. Without the advance warning, the
damage would have been found two weeks into
the shutdown, resulting in $2 million lost
production.

Additionally, the AE method is particularly
effective at detecting stress corrosion cracking
in stainless steel, something which is difficult
to achieve using other methods, until the damage
is very advanced.
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